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Existing barrier island facies models are largely based on modern observations. This
approach highlights the heterogeneous and dynamic nature of barrier island systems, but it
overlooks processes tied to geologic time scales, such as multi-directional motion,
erosion, and reworking, and their expressions as preserved strata. Accordingly, this
study uses characteristic outcrop expressions from paralic strata of the Upper
Cretaceous Straight Cliffs Formation in southern Utah to update models for barrier
island motion and preservation to include geologic time-scale processes. Results
indicate that the key distinguishing facies and architectural elements of preserved
barrier island systems have very little to do with “island” morphology as observed in
modern systems. Four facies associations are used to describe and characterize these
barrier island architectural elements. Barrier islands occur in association with backbarrier fill
(FA1) and internally contain lower and upper shoreface (FA2), proximal upper shoreface
(FA3), and tidal channel facies (FA4). Three main architectural elements (barrier island
shorefaces, shoreface-dominated inlet fill, and channel-dominated inlet fill) occur
independently or in combination to create stacked barrier island deposits. Barrier
island shorefaces record progradation, while shoreface-dominated inlet fill records
lateral migration, and channel-dominated inlet fill records aggradation within the tidal
inlet. Barrier islands are bound by lagoons or estuaries and are distinguished from other
shoreface deposits by their internal facies and outcrop geometry, association with
backbarrier facies, and position within transgressive successions. Tidal processes, in
particular, tidal inlet migration and reworking of the upper shoreface, also distinguish
barrier island successions. In sum, this study expands barrier island facies models and
provides new recognition criteria to account for the complex geometries of time-
transgressive, preserved barrier island deposits.
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INTRODUCTION

Barrier islands comprise 10% of modern coastlines (Stutz and
Pilkey, 2011), making them prominent coastal features. They are
home to growing coastal populations and expanding
infrastructure (Zhang and Leatherman, 2011), but are
threatened by increasing storm prevalence and magnitude, and
rising sea-levels driven by global warming (Leatherman, 1983;
Zhang et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2010; Masselink and van Heteren,
2014; Moore and Murray, 2018). Research on modern barrier
islands focuses on island motion, dynamics, and sediment
budgets, to help better understand how barrier islands move
and respond to anthropogenic alteration (Fisher and Dolan, 1977;
Short, 1999; Dronkers, 2005; Stutz and Pilkey, 2005; Dyke, 2007;
Anthony, 2009; Kana et al., 2011; Lentz and Hapke, 2011; Davis,
2013; Hein et al., 2019).

There is also an increasing drive to understand how barriers
and barrier islands respond to forcing agents (e.g., sea-level rise
and storms) in the context of local scale controls such as
antecedent topography and geology (Cooper et al., 2018; Raff
et al., 2018). Preserved barrier islands record transgression, and as
such provide valuable tools to document how coastlines evolve
through time and space and within the complex interplay
between accommodation and sediment supply. Despite the
strong emphasis on understanding modern barrier island
stratigraphy and dynamics, little attention has been paid to
barrier island preservation and dynamics over the longer-term
geologic scale.

Barrier islands are elongate, shore-parallel bodies of
unconsolidated sediment separated from an adjacent
landmass by a body of water (Figure 1; Davis, 1994;
Oertel, 1985; Otvos, 2012). The island is a distinct feature
within the broader, complex, barrier island system, which
includes sub-environments such as the backbarrier, flood-
and ebb-tidal deltas, and washover fans (Figure 1), the
morphodynamics of which have been studied in detail (cf.
McBride et al., 2013). Stratigraphic sections through modern

examples of barrier islands (Shepard and Moore, 1955; Hoyt
and Henry, 1965; Kumar and Sanders, 1974; Thom, 1984;
Moslow and Tye, 1985; Schwab et al., 2014), particularly an
early study of Galveston Island (Bernard et al., 1962), are
used as predictive models for interpreting preserved strata.
Barrier islands are ephemeral features, subject to
complicated, multi-directional, and multi-phase shoreline
motion (Niedoroda et al., 1985; Swift et al., 1985; Hapke
et al., 2010; Schwab et al., 2014) and other processes which
were under-appreciated when facies models were first
developed.

Barrier islands are not commonly recognized in the rock
record [e.g., Johannessen and Nielsen 2010; Mulhern et al.,
2019 (references therein); Sixsmith et al., 2008; Painter et al.,
2013] and facies models are notably lacking in comparison to
other sedimentary environments, particularly with regard to
recognition criteria (Boyd, 2010). Research on modern barrier
islands forms the basis of existing facies models and recognition
criteria for preserved barrier islands (Figure 1B), but the last
major conceptual models for interpretation are outdated, not
incorporating sedimentological progress made in the last three
decades (Dickinson et al., 1972; Reinson, 1979, Reinson, 1984;
Reinson, 1979; Schatzinger et al., 1989). Furthermore, the tie to
the modern is precarious in that it introduces an inherent bias;
modern system observation is limited to short time scales and
Pleistocene glacial sea-level fluctuations, whereas ancient systems
time-average geologic processes (Storms et al., 2002). Models
developed for the 10- to 1000-years timescale and 1–100 km
lateral scales are insufficient when upscaled to millions of years
and hundreds of kilometers. As a result, many interpretations
group barrier islands with shoreface environments, potentially
missing important clues to depositional history, sand-body
distribution, large-scale sedimentary drivers etc. (Donselaar
and Nio, 1982; Olsen et al., 1999; Mellere et al., 2005; Allen
and Johnson, 2011; Antia et al., 2011; Kieft et al., 2011). Some
barrier islands are identified in the rock record (compiled list in
Mulhern et al., 2019) usually based on a stratigraphic

FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic, vertically-exaggerated block diagram and (B) Google Earth image showing the parts of a simple modern barrier island depositional
system at a single snapshot in time. Markers indicate the three architectural elements that comprise the barrier island: barrier island shoreface (green square), shoreface-
dominated inlet fill (pink star), and channel-dominated inlet fill (blue circle). Note that the shoreface extends across the tidal inlet and is reworked by the ebb-tidal delta.
FTD, flood-tidal delta; ETD, ebb-tidal delta; DLSF, distal lower shoreface; PLSF, proximal lower shoreface; USF, upper shoreface.
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transgressive position, but there remains the opportunity to
expand on distinguishing sedimentological characteristics to
enable proper classification moving forward. Significant
progress has been made to expand modern understanding to
the millennial-scale, for example preserved barrier island and
barrier features on the shoreface (Green et al., 2014, Green et al.,
2018). In contrast, links to geologic time scales have only been
explored preliminarily (Cooper et al., 2018; Mulhern et al., 2019).

Here we examine a series of preserved barrier island systems
from southern Utah. Outcrops of the Upper Cretaceous Straight
Cliffs Formation, with lateral exposures that are kilometers long
and 10–100s of meters thick, provide an excellent opportunity to
study ancient barrier island successions in detail. Measured
sections of three successions, interpreted as barrier islands,
show the internal facies and geometry of barrier islands in
outcrop. In examining the lateral and vertical arrangement of
these architectural elements, we provide novel insight into barrier
island dynamics and preservation at geologic timescales. By
juxtaposing these observations with modern and relict barrier
islands preserved on the continental shelves, we show that
definitions and recognition criteria for modern islands cannot
be used to effectively interpret preserved outcrop facies and
geometries. Instead, a new set of architectural elements is
proposed to provide a more useful framework to guide the
interpretation of ancient barrier island deposits, and to help
improve our understanding of barrier island preservation.

GEOLOGICBACKGROUNDANDMETHODS

Outcrop observations from the Cretaceous Straight Cliffs
Formation in the Kaiparowits Plateau of southern Utah
document the facies of barrier island deposits (Figure 2).
Located in the foreland basin of the Cordilleran Sevier fold-
and-thrust belt, the northern Kaiparowits Plateau experienced
unusually high rates of sediment supply and accommodation
during deposition of the Coniacian–early Campanian JohnHenry
Member of the Straight Cliffs Formation. These conditions led to
the preservation of stacked, fourth-order, regressive-
transgressive, shallow marine successions (Allen and Johnson,
2011). This study focuses on outcrops of the John Henry Member
at Buck Hollow and Alvey Wash near Escalante, Utah, where
stacked barrier island successions are preserved over a
∼150–250 m thick section of about four million years of
deposition (Figure 2; Mulhern and Johnson, 2016).

Previous studies from the John Henry Member provide a
sedimentological and sequence stratigraphic framework of the
Straight Cliffs Formation in the northern Kaiparowits Plateau
(Peterson, 1969; Hettinger et al., 1993; Shanley and McCabe,
1995; Chentnik et al., 2015). The paleoshoreline trend ran roughly
north-northwest to south-southeast, therefore depositional strike
runs parallel to the eastern edge of the plateau (Figure 2A). The
thickest member of the Straight Cliffs Formation, the John Henry
Member is broken into eight intervals lettered A through G,
which define the main shoreline successions exposed along Fifty
Mile Mountain (Figure 2C; Peterson, 1969). The John Henry
Member was the focus of early sequence stratigraphic studies,

which linked terrestrial and marine depositional environments
(Shanley and McCabe, 1995). Detailed stratigraphic analysis
recognizes four regressive-transgressive cycles in the John
Henry Member, particularly, a regional transgression, which
favored deposition and preservation of the barrier island
systems documented here (C-D and E-F intervals; Figure 2C;
Allen and Johnson, 2011; Chentnik et al., 2015; Dooling, 2013;
Mulhern and Johnson, 2016).

Measured sections and aerial photography data from Buck
Hollow and AlveyWash (Figure 2A) were used to document and
interpret barrier island facies from within the John Henry
Member. The outcrop exposure at Buck Hollow (Figure 2A)
consists of a ∼7 km long along-strike outcrop exposure, with
∼456 m of total John Henry Member section (Mulhern and
Johnson, 2016). Alvey Wash is located along Smoky Mountain
Road, 5 km south of Escalante, Utah (Figure 2A) and the
outcrops at Alvey Wash are exposed in a ∼6 km along-strike
canyon with parallel cliff-faces on both sides. In addition, east-
west oriented side canyons provide dip exposures of ∼330 m of
John Henry Member strata.

RESULTS

John Henry Member barrier island deposits are characterized
using twelve lithofacies (Table 1) which combine to create four
facies associations (Table 2), which are described and interpreted
below. Typical stacking patterns of these facies associations define
three main barrier island architectural elements, which can occur
independently or in combination. A variety of architectural
geometries and stratigraphic relationships are documented, to
illustrate geologic-scale barrier island dynamics and the ultimate
preservation of the resulting sedimentological features.

FACIES ASSOCIATIONS

Facies Association 1
Description
Carbonaceous Mudstones, Fine-Grained Sandstones, and
Coals
This facies is composed of brown and gray carbonaceous
mudstones that grade vertically into coals (Figures 3D,H,J).
The mudstones are wavy-bedded and contain abundant plant
fossils (Figure 3F), terrigenous material, coal fragments, and
oyster shell fragments (Figures 3C,E). The mudstone intervals
are dissected by lens-shaped, fine- and medium-grained
sandstones (0.02–0.30 m thick; Figure 3I), which pinch out
laterally over 0.5–2.0 m (Figure 3A). Shell fragments are
distributed sporadically throughout the mudstones or gathered
into layers and clusters (Figure 3C). Coals are 0.05–2.0 m thick.
The upper surfaces of the coal beds have locally abundant
Thalassinoides burrows (Figures 3G). Coals and mudstones
locally contain flaser to lenticular bedding (Figure 3B).
Mudstones contain palynoflora Quadripollis krempii) and
dinoflagellates (Spiniferites ramosus and Palaeohystrichophora
infusoridides; Mulhern and Johnson, 2016; Pocknall et al., 2016).
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Regional map of the Kaiparowits Plateau of southern Utah. Outcrops of the Straight Cliffs Formation are shown in grey and the locations of previous
studies focused on the John Henry Member are labelled. General proximal to distal facies relationships in the John Henry Member range from fluvial on the western
margin to marine on the eastern margin, with tidal and paralic facies in between. Dashed lines show the region of barrier island (BI) deposition during theC‒F intervals of
the John Henry Member. (B) Location of the northern Kaiparowits Plateau geologic map. This regional map shows the shoreline of the Western Interior Seaway
(WIS) as well as where deformation was taking place in the region as indicated by the thrust belts. (C) Stratigraphic column showing the age of the four members of the
Straight Cliffs Formation. Coastal onlap curve for the northern Kaiparowits Plateau estimates the relative shifts in the shoreline position based on the stratigraphy at Buck
Hollow and Main Canyon and down-dip shoreface pinch-outs (into offshore marine) where identified. The letters marking the sub intervals of the John Henry Member are
placed at the top of each succession. Modified from Chentnik et al. (2015) andMulhern and Johnson (2016). CNTB, Central Nevada Thrust Belt; SFTB, Sevier fold-thrust
belt; WIS, Western Interior Seaway; MTB, Maria Thrust Belt; Camp., Campanian; SCF, Straight Cliffs Formation; MC, Main Canyon; BH, Buck Hollow; R-T, regressive-
transgressive; BI, barrier island.
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TABLE 1 | Lithofacies descriptions.

Lithofacies Lithofacies description and architecture Trace/body fossils

LF1—carbonaceous mudstone and coal Intercalated siltstones and mudstones with minor interbeds of very fine-grained
ripple-laminated sandstones and coal. The organic content of carbonaceous
shales increases vertically at the bed scale, with thin (typically <0.5 m) coals
typically occurring as capping units and are abundantly burrowed with
Thalassinoides. Siltstone and rippled sandstones are most commonly observed
at the bases of sandstone bodies. The mudstones are wavy-interbedded and
contain abundant plant fossils, terrigenous material, coal fragments, and oyster
shell fragments

Leaf impressions, root traces, plant fossils, and shell fragments. Teredolites,
Thalassinoides within capping coal layers, BI � 0–1

LF2—Interlaminated light and dark gray mudstone Blocky, wavy-interbedded mudstones with mm-scale laminations of alternating
light and dark gray mudstones. Common (<1 cm thick) fine-grained sandstone
layers

Skolithos, BI � 0–2

LF3—Hummocky and swaley cross-stratified
sandstone

Outcrop-forming very fine- to fine-grained sandstones, form sharp-based
coarsening-upward packages, separated by finer-grained sandstones or marine
mudstones. Amalgamated sandstone units can be >25 m thick and laterally
continuous >10 km. Hummocky cross-stratification (HCS) and swaley-cross
stratification (SCS) are abundant

Minor oyster shell fragments. Ophiomorpha, Thalassinoides, Skolithos. BI � 0–3

LF4—Trough cross-stratified sandstone and planar
bedded sandstone

Cliff forming fine- to medium-grained sandstones. Abundant trough cross-
stratification (TCS). Internally bedding is blocky and consists of thick (>1 m)
sandstone beds with occasional mud (∼5 cm) interbeds

Small shell fragments. Ophiomorpha. BI � 0–3

LF5—Homogeneous and planar bedded medium
grained sandstone

Planar bedded to massive medium-grained sandstone. Rare trough cross-
stratification

Rare shell fragments. BI � 0–1

LF6—Isolated medium-grained sandstone lense Lens-shaped, medium-grained sandstone deposits with internal trough cross-
stratification. Generally, white to yellow colored. Pockets of convolute bedding
and soft sediment deformation. Prevalent oyster shell fragments, often large sized
(>15 cm), grouped into lags and lenses. Sporadic large (>20 cm) pockets of
Teredolites

Prevalent shell fragments, occasionally grouped into lenses and lags. Mollusks.
Teredolites, Skolithos, Palaeophycus, Ophiomorpha, BI – 0–3

LF7—Amalgamated trough cross-bedded sandstone
with basal bioturbation

Amalgamated, trough cross-stratified, channelized fine- to coarse-grained
sandstones. Generally, buff to orange colored. Channelized beds cut into matrix
supported intervals and amalgamate with one another. Basal surfaces of some
channelized features heavily biotubated with large 2–15 cm Gastrocheanolites
burrows and Teredolites

Leaf fossils. Some basal surfaces contain abundant Gastrocheanolites and
Teredolites. Oyster fragments. BI � 0–2

LF8—Channelized, bidirectional sandstone Laterally confined sigmoidal bars and channel-shaped sandstones. Sandstones
typically fine upwards and contain primary sedimentary structures of: low-angle
planar laminations, wavy-lenticular-flaser bedding, convolute beds, bidirectional,
planar, and trough cross-stratification with double mud drapes and abundant
reactivation surfaces

Oyster shell fragments, trace fossils are scarce but include: Skolithos, and
Planolites. BI � 0–3

LF9—Tabular, bidirectional cross-stratified sandstone Medium-grained, well-sorted sandstones contain abundant reactivation surfaces,
planar, trough, sigmoidal, and herringbone cross-stratification, mud and
carbonaceous draped cross-sets, and ball-pillow and flame soft-sediment
deformation features

Oyster shell fragments sporadic. BI � 0–1

LF10—High-angle laminated sandstone Medium-grained sandstones with high-angle accretion sets and trough cross-
stratification. Beds range in thickness from 0-1.5 m. some convolute bedding
visible toward the top

Occasional shell fragment. BI � 0

LF11—Heavily bioturbated sandstone Cliff-forming fine-grained sandstones (∼1–3 m thick) intervals of heavy
bioturbation

Occasional shell fragments. Trace fossils almost exclusively Ophiomorpha
nodosa. BI � 3–6

LF12—Homogenous, tabular sandstone Homogenous, tabular fine- to medium-grained sandstones Occasional shell fragments and mudstone clasts concentrated along bedding
laminations. BI � 0
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TABLE 2 | Facies associations.

Lithofacies Description Trace/body fossils Paleocurrent measurements Interpretation

FA1—carbonaceous mudstones, fine-
grained sandstones, and coals (Figure 3)

LF1, LF2, LF6,
LF12

Gray to brown, flaser to wavy bedded
carbonaceous mudstones which grade vertically
into coals ranging from 5 to 20 cm thick.
Mudstones are dissected by lens-shaped, fine-
and medium-grained sandstone (2–30 cm thick),
which pinch out laterally over 0.5–2.0 m

Abundant plant material, oyster shell
fragments, Teredolites, Thalassinoides,
BI � 0–2, 6

— Backbarrier fill

FA2—fine- to medium-grained, tabular
sandstone (Figure 4)

LF3, LF2, LF4,
LF11, LF12

Sandstone beds 0.1–1 m thick containing
hummocky and swaley cross-stratification, low-
angle trough cross-stratification, and planar
bedding. Internal character of these beds
alternates between laminated and/or
homogenous and completely bioturbated

Sporadic shell fragments, Ophiomorpha
nodosa, BI � 0–2, 6

— Lower to upper
shoreface

FA3—medium-grained, cross-stratified
sandstone (Figure 5)

LF4, LF5, LF9,
LF10

Medium-grained sandstone beds with abundant,
bi-directional and uni-directional trough cross-
stratification, accretion sets, and ripple laminations

Sporadic shell fragments, BI � 0–1 Proximal upper
shoreface

FA4—lens-forming, fine-grained
sandstone (Figure 6)

LF6, LF7, LF8,
LF9, LF1

Lens-shaped bedforms (0.5–2.0 m thick) of fine-
and medium-grained sandstone with erosive
bases containing trough cross-stratification, ripple
laminations, accretion sets, bi-directional cross-
stratification, convolute bedding, double mud
drapes, and mudclasts. Basal erosive surfaces
have dense bioturbation (BI � 6)

Shell impressions, shell fragments,
Teredolites, Gastrocheanolites, BI � 0–2, 6

Tidal channels

Bioturbation Index (BI) follows the scheme of Taylor and Goldring (1993).
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Interpretation.
Backbarrier
Despite being a distinct depositional environment separate from
the barrier island itself, the backbarrier facies are included in the
facies descriptions outlined here because they are commonly
recognized in association with barrier islands in contemporary
models. Barrier islands can impound both lagoons and
wave-dominated estuaries, therefore the term backbarrier
is used henceforth to describe both settings.

The fine-grained mudstones and coals suggest deposition
within a protected and low energy backbarrier setting. Coals
and abundant terrigenous material (Figure 3F) along with oyster
shell fragments (Figures 3C,E) suggest both terrestrial and
marine influence (Kieft et al., 2011; Painter et al., 2013;
Chentnik et al., 2015). Flaser to lenticular bedding suggests
tidal reworking and the development of tidalites within the
sandstone/mudstone alternations (Figure 3B; Reineck and
Singh, 1980; Dalrymple, 2010). Medium-grained, wavy, lens-

shape, sandstone beds which interfinger with the mudstones
(Figures 3A,I) are interpreted as the distal expression of
storm-driven washover fans (cf. Sedgwick and Davis, 2003).
Vertical gradation from carbonaceous mudstone to coal
(Figure 3J) suggests cyclic wetting upwards (Wadsworth,
2010). Thalassinoides burrows typically found at the top of the
coals indicate marine influence and thus a relative deepening or
transgression (Figures 3D,G; Savrda, 1991; Carvalho et al., 2007).
The thin-walled nature and low abundance of peridinioid
dinoflagellates suggests brackish water conditions (Pocknall
et al., 2016).

Facies Association 2
Description
Fine- to Medium-Grained, Tabular Sandstones
This facies is composed of fine-grained, 0.1–1 m thick, tabular
sandstone beds containing hummocky and swaley cross-
stratification (Figure 4A). Beds have sharp bases and grade

FIGURE 3 | Facies association 1: back-barrier fill. (A) Outcrop photo of backbarrier fill with interbedded sandstone lenses. (B) Coal reworked with flaser-to
lenticular-bedded fine-grained sand lenses. (C) Oyster shell fragments in a sand matrix. (D) Thalassinoides burrows on the base of a fine-grained sandstone bed
overlying coal deposits. (E) Oyster shell fragment. (F) Leaf impressions. (G) Thalassinoides within coal at the base of a medium-grained sandstone. (H) Carbonaceous
mudstone with fine- to medium-grained sandstone lenses. Red and white paint on Jacob staff 25 cm while marks are 10 cm apart. (I)Medium-grained sandstone
bed within gray mudstone with abundant terrigenous material and leaf impressions. (J) Interval of brown carbonaceous mudstone grading vertically into coal.
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vertically into finer grained muddy to silty interbeds. These beds
continuously grade vertically into medium-grained, 0.5–1.5 m
thick, tabular sandstone beds containing low-angle trough cross-
stratification, and planar bedding (Figure 4D). Trough packages
in these beds range from 5 to 50 cm in height and are bound by
indistinct sand on sand surfaces without a noticeable change in
grain-size. These notably “blocky” sandstone beds (Figure 4D)
stack vertically to form tabular, laterally continuous outcrops
(>30 m wide; Figure 4B). In some areas, the internal character of
these beds alternates from laminated and/or homogenous to
completely bioturbated (Figure 4G). Bioturbated layers
contain abundant and pervasive Ophiomorpha nodosa sharp
bases and transitional tops (Figures 4E‒G).

Interpretation
Lower to Upper Shoreface
These sandstones are interpreted as proximal lower and distal
upper shoreface deposits. Lower shoreface strata are recognized
by the presence of hummocky and swaley cross-stratification

(Figure 4A; Dumas, 2005; Dumas and Arnott, 2006),
confirming storm-influenced deposition below fair-weather
wave base. These storm-dominated facies grade vertically
into fair weather wave-dominated facies, evidenced by the
gradual transition to medium-grained, trough cross-
stratification and planar laminated sandstones (Figure 4D).
These wave energy indicators suggest deposition above fair-
weather wave base in an upper shoreface environment (Reading
and Collinson, 1996; Plint, 2010). Ophiomorpha nodosa
(Figures 4C,E,F) is common in shoreface settings (Frey and
Howard, 1985; Droser and Bottjer, 1989). Alternating
laminated and heavily bioturbated bedding (Figures 4B,G),
also called “lam-scram” (MacEachern and Pemberton, 1992;
Bann and Fielding, 2004; Pemberton et al., 2012), indicate
periods of rapid deposition, creating laminated and
homogenous layers, followed by periods of quiescence
during which the sands are bioturbated (Figure 4G). The
presence of both storm and fair-weather wave influence
makes this facies association distinctive.

FIGURE 4 | Facies association 2: lower to upper shoreface. (A) Hummocky and swaley cross-stratification in a down-dropped block. (B) Blocky outcrops with
alternating layers of lamination and bioturbation. (C)Ophiomorpha nodosa. (D)Blocky, fine-grained sandstone with tabular laterally continuous beds. (E)Biotubated bed
showing Ophiomorpha nodosa. (F) Cross-section through Ophiomorpha nodosa. (G) Contact between heavily bioturbated bed and overlying laminated bed. Red and
white paint on Jacob staff 25 cm while marks are 10 cm apart.
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Facies Association 3
Description
Medium-Grained, Cross-Stratified Sandstone
This facies is composed of medium-grained sandstone beds with
abundant trough cross-stratification, accretion sets (Figures
5A,D), ripple laminations (Figure 5E), and bidirectional
paleocurrent indicators (trough cross-stratification, accretion
sets, and ripple laminations; Table 2). Accretion sets and
ripple laminations range from 2 to 10 cm thick while trough
cross-stratification ranges from 5 to 50 cm thick. Medium-sized
sand grains concentrate along stratification laminations, adding
to the laminated texture of this facies and defining cosets. Trough
cross-stratification is orientated west to east while accretion sets
are oriented south (Table 2). The beds are 0.1–0.5 m thick and
generally lack bioturbation, but occasionally overlie bioturbated
layers (Figure 5B). Beds contain sporadic abraded shell
fragments <1 cm in diameter. These beds stack to form blocky
outcrops (Figure 5C). These deposits do not show any evidence
of internal dissection or lens-shaped sandstone bodies, beds do
not have sharp or distinct surfaces, instead are marked by sand on
sand boundaries defined by a change in lamination orientation
(Figure 5C).

Interpretation
Proximal Upper Shoreface
The medium-grain size and abundance of accretion sets (Figures
5A,D) and ripples suggest deposition in a high-energy setting,
dominated by tide and shore-parallel current energy (Figure 5E;
Allen, 1982; Boothroyd, 1985; Longhitano et al., 2012). Accretion

sets have a dominant shore parallel orientation (north to south) in
some areas, suggesting current influence was dominant. In other
areas bed-scale bidirectional paleocurrent indicators (grainsize
laminations and bidirectional accretion sets) suggest either tidal
influence or longshore transport reversals (Table 2; Dooling,
2013; Chentnik et al., 2015). The alternation of medium and fine
grains along laminations also suggests rhythmic tidal influence.
These beds lack bioturbation, further indicating high-energy
deposition (Hubbard et al., 2002; Dashtgard et al., 2009; Steel
et al., 2012). The abundance of high-angle trough cross-
stratification and accretion sets (Figure 5D) is indicative of a
barred beach system (Isla et al., 2020) and distinguishes this
proximal, higher-energy upper shoreface from the upper
shoreface of facies association 2, which is dominated by wide
(>0.15 m), more sporadic, trough cross-stratification (Figures
4A,D). These proximal upper shoreface deposits lack hummocky
and swaley cross-stratification indicative of lower shoreface
settings.

Facies Association 4
Description
Lens-Forming, Fine-Grained Sandstone
This interval is composed of laterally discontinuous, lens-shaped
bedforms (0.5–2.0 m thick; Figure 6A) of fine- and medium-
grained sandstone with erosive bases, cross-cutting each other
over 1–10 m laterally (Figure 6H). These sand bodies are highly
variable, forming both tabular and lens-shaped beds with a
variety of internal bedforms and patterns including abundant
trough cross-stratification (Figure 6A), ripple laminations

FIGURE 5 | Facies association 3: proximal upper shoreface. (A) Sandstone beds showing stacked accretion sets. Red and white paint on Jacob staff 25 cm while
marks are 10 cm. (B) Medium-grained sandstone with clear accretion sets cutting into heavily bioturbated strata with clear Ophiomorpha. (C) Outcrop photo showing
the blocky character. (D) Sandstone with uni-directional accretion sets. (E) Ripple cross-laminated sandstone.
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(Figure 6F), accretion set packages (1–5 cm thick; Figure 6I), bi-
directional cross-stratification (Table 2; Figure 6J), and
convolute bedding (Figure 6E). Mudstone clasts (2–15 mm
long) and shell fragments line the basal surfaces and are
arranged along bedding planes within sand-bodies. Shell
impressions (Figure 6B), shell fragments, double mud drapes
(Figures 6I,J), and bioturbation are present (Figures 6C,D,G).
The basal surface of some sandstone bodies is heavily bioturbated

with Gastrocheanolites (Figures 6D,G) and Teredolites
(Figure 6C).

Interpretation
Tidal Channels
These variable sandstones are interpreted as tidal channels. Erosive
basal surfaces (Figure 6A), internal cross-cutting (Figure 6H), and
high-angle trough cross-stratification suggests channelized flow.

FIGURE 6 | Facies association 4: tidal channels. (A) Outcrop with an incisional base and internal trough cross-stratification and variable bed thicknesses. (B)
Bivalve shell impression. (C) Teredolites trace fossils preserving borings into wood. (D) Gastrocheanolites. (E) Convolute bedding. (F) Ripple laminated bed. Red and
white paint on Jacob staff 25 cm while marks are 10 cm apart. (G) Gastrocheanolites. (H) Outcrop photo showing the cross-cutting and convolute bedding. (I) Double
mud drapes and accretion sets indicated by changes in sand color. (J) Bi-directional accretion sets with double mud drapes.
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Bi-directional accretion sets and double mud drapes (Figures
6I,J) are indicative of tidal processes (Barwis and Hayes, 1979;
Hayes, 1980; Nio and Yang, 1991; Longhitano et al., 2012). Brackish
trace fossils Teredolites (Figure 6C) and Gastrocheanolites (Figures
6D,G) and shell impressions (Figure 6B) indicate deposition in an
area with both marine and freshwater input. Mudstone rip-up clasts
suggest erosion and reworking of underlying or adjacent material.
Convolute bedding (Figure 6E) suggests dewatering and rapid
deposition (Dzuynski and Smith, 1963).

INTERNAL GEOMETRY OF
ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS

The four facies associations (Table 2) stack in distinct ways to
create three barrier island architectural elements, which we
document using measured sections (Figure 7) and outcrop
photos (Figure 8), summarized in Figure 9. The outcrop
geometries and lateral stacking patterns are discussed in the
following section.

FIGURE 7 |Measured sections of the (A) barrier island shoreface, (B) shoreface-dominated inlet fill, and (C) channel-dominated inlet fill architectural elements, with
representative paleocurrent measurement data from Buck Hollow and Main Canyon.
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Type 1: Barrier Island Shoreface
Description
Barrier island shoreface (BISF) elements are composed of 1 to
>10m of carbonaceous mudstone of backbarrier fill (FA1),
overlain by a sharp-based, cliff-forming sandstone interval of
lower to upper shoreface followed by a relatively thin (2–5 m
thick) proximal upper shoreface (FA2 and FA3; Figure 7A). These

sand dominated intervals fill voids that were variably eroded into
the underlying backbarrier (Figures 8A,B), in some locations sands
interbedded with the underlying mudstones (Figures 3A,I), which
grade vertically into coals in places (Figure 3J). A sharp contact
separates these finer-grained facies from an overlying, blocky, cliff-
forming, fine-to medium-grained, lower shoreface sandstone unit
(>5 m thick; FA2; Figures 8A,B), which is typically laterally

FIGURE 8 | Outcrop photos showing (A) barrier island shoreface, (B) barrier island shoreface with alternating bioturbated and laminated beds, (C) shoreface-
dominated inlet fill, and (D) channel-dominated inlet fill. Facies associations (Table 2) are labeled in each photo include backbarrier fill (FA1), shoreface (FA2), proximal
upper shoreface (FA3), and tidal channels (FA4). Note the two scale bars showing the perspective in the barrier island tidal channel photo (D).
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continuous over >2 km. The uppermost portion of the cliff-
forming interval contains beds 0.2–1 m thick with high-angle
trough cross-stratification with bidirectional paleocurrent
indicators (FA3; Figure 7A).

Interpretation
Barrier island shoreface elements (Figures 7A, 8A,B)
encompass the lower to upper shoreface (FA2) and
proximal upper shoreface (FA3), which rest directly atop
backbarrier facies (FA1). In these examples, proximal lower
shoreface deposits directly overlie carbonaceous backbarrier
fill and coals (Figures 8A,B), offshore and distal lower
shoreface deposits are not observed. This suggests non
deposition of these more distal facies and/or the
preferential preservation of the higher-energy facies. The
sharp base and alternating bioturbated and laminated
intervals suggest rapid and episodic deposition
(MacEachern and Pemberton, 1992; Bann and Fielding,
2004; Pemberton et al., 2012). Bidirectional paleocurrent
indicators in the uppermost portion of the sequence suggest
tidal reworking (Figure 7A).

Type 2: Shoreface-Dominated Inlet Fill
Description
These elements (Figure 7B) are composed of carbonaceous
mudstones (FA1) overlain by erosive-based, cliff-forming
sandstone units (>5 m thick) composed of trough cross-

stratified medium- to coarse-grained sandstone beds
(0.20–0.50 m thick) lacking bioturbation (FA3). The sandstone
dominated intervals are blocky and tabular (Figure 8C), with
internal beds (0.5–1 m thick) composed of trough cross-
stratification (north-east dipping; Figure 7B), mainly
unidirectional accretion sets, convolute bedding, ripple
laminations, homogenous bedding, and clear bidirectional
paleocurrent indicators (north-south dipping; Figures 5, 7B).

Interpretation
Shoreface-dominated inlet fill elements (Figure 7B) are
composed of proximal upper shoreface sands (FA3) that stack
vertically to create sandstone sheets which are continuous in the
along-strike direction >4 km laterally (Figure 8C). Where these
overlie the backbarrier deposits (FA1), the inlet fill records the
preservation of a barrier islandmigrating laterally (shore-parallel)
into the empty space of a tidal inlet (Anthony et al., 1996;
Reddering, 1983). In contrast to the models of inlet fill where
the supratidal barrier and washover elements fill the
accommodation provided by inlets (Buynevich, 2019; Green
et al., 2019), here the proximal barrier island shoreface has
filled the inlets preferentially. This has led to the preservation
of upper shoreface sandstones reworked by high-energy tidal and
current processes (Figure 7B). The blocky, large (>5m thick)
outcrops (Figure 8C) formed by these deposits suggest they are
not channelized or fan-shaped. Rather these deposits are notably
laterally extensive (>4 km), similar to tidal inlet outcrops described

FIGURE 9 | Summary of the three barrier island architectural elements showing the facies variation and one set of possible along-strike and dip-direction
configurations. BISF, barrier island shoreface; SDIF, shoreface-dominated inlet fill; CDIF, channel-dominated inlet fill.
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previously (Uhlir et al., 1988). Outcrops with unidirectional
accretion sets (Figure 5A) and ripples (Figure 5E) support a
dominant direction of lateral (N-S) accretion driven by
longshore sediment transport, while bidirectional flow
indicators suggest tidal reworking (Figure 7B; Dooling, 2013;
Chentnik et al., 2015). Trough cross-stratification is preserved
within as nearshore coast migrating bedforms (0.5–1 m thick;
Plint, 2010), oriented oblique to the interpreted shoreline
direction. These deposits may have low angle (<3°), bed-
scale, lateral accretion clinoform surfaces (e.g., Siringan and
Anderson, 1993) recognizable in outcrop exposures of <1 km
lateral distance. The blocky, amalgamated character of these
outcrops (Figures 5, 8C) likely came from the stacking and
migration of multiple tidal inlet depositional events (Heron
et al., 1984). These deposits also preserve the shoreface just
distal of the inlet for a prolonged time period as the island
feature migrated, merging this facies type with barrier island
shoreface deposits laterally (Figure 9).

Type 3: Channel-Dominated Inlet Fill
Description
These elements are composed of inter-fingered intervals of
carbonaceous mudstones and coals (FA1) that are locally
scoured by lens-shaped sandstone outcrops (>5 m tall, >10 m
wide; Figure 8D). These finer-grained intervals have abundant

carbonaceous and terrigenous material (FA1). The thickness of
these mudstone-dominated intervals varies as they are eroded by
the sandstone-dominated intervals. Internally, the sand
dominated intervals are composed of lens-shaped, fine-to
medium-grained sandstone beds (FA4; Figure 7C) which
locally fine upwards. These beds are 0.5–2.0 m thick and
contain trough cross-stratification, double mud drapes, ripple
laminations, brackish trace fossils, and shell impressions (FA4;
Figure 6).

Interpretation
These lens-shaped sand-dominated outcrops are interpreted as
channel-dominated inlet fill elements (Figure 7C). They are
composed of vertically and laterally stacked channelized tidal
sandstones (FA4; Figure 8D) sometimes interbedded with
backbarrier fill (FA1; Figure 7C; Tye and Moslow, 1993).
Neither dunes nor bars (Olariu et al., 2012), these outcrops
are interpreted as channels based on the lens-shape and erosive
characteristics of the internal bed forms (Figures 6A,H), as well
as abundant trough cross-stratification. The combination of
channel features and tidal indicators (bi-directional accretion
sets and mud drapes, both single and double; Figure 7C) make
these deposits similar to other tidal inlet channel fill successions
(Willis and Moslow, 1994a; Kieft et al., 2011) and modern
channelized inlet fills (Kumar and Sanders, 1974; Israel et al.,

FIGURE 10 | (A) Depositional strike orientated outcrop photo from Alvey Wash and schematic (B) interpretation showing a barrier island shoreface (BISF)
grading laterally into channel-dominated deposits (CDIF). This composite barrier island, containing both barrier island shoreface and channel-dominated inlet fill
elements, is overlain by an interval of backbarrier fill followed by a shoreface-dominated inlet fill (SDIF), which extends across the entire outcrop. DLS, distal lower
shoreface.
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1987). These plug-like lenses, laterally and vertically stacked and
offset to cut in to one another, create a three-dimensional
geometry similar to the architecture of tidal inlets observed
in seismic section (Ronchi et al., 2019) and in ground
penetrating radar from modern barrier islands (FitzGerald
et al., 2012). These channel-dominated deposits can be
distinguished from shoreface-dominated deposits by their
internal geometry and mud content. Shoreface-dominated
inlet fill deposits (described above; Figure 8C) are blockier
and more uniform, lacking the channel-form geometries and
backbarrier interbeds seen in channel-dominated inlet fill
deposits (Figure 8D). Furthermore, channel-dominated inlet
fill deposits likely record deposition in the more central or more
proximal portion of the inlet, rather than the margin or a more
distal portion (Heron et al., 1984).

Channel-dominated inlet fill records vertical aggradation
during periods of localized high accommodation and inlet
deepening. These deposits vary from shoreface-dominated
inlet fill architectural elements, which record the lateral
extension of the barrier island shoreface into the tidal inlet.
Modern analogs often have tidal channels located close to, or
contiguous with, barrier island shoreface or tidal delta deposits
(FitzGerald et al., 2012). This position, near the open ocean,
makes them distinct from deltaic tidal channels and backbarrier
tidal channels, which are located in more proximal areas of the

backbarrier (Flores, 1978). Channel-dominated inlet fill
elements are distinct from deltaic tidal channels because they
are not associated with prodelta or delta front facies (Rahmani,
1988). They are distinct from tidal channels within the
backbarrier (e.g., open estuarine or lagoonal tidal channels)
because they do not show the systematic shallowing-upward
patterns characteristic of backbarrier tidal channels (Hughes,
2012), and are not associated with more proximal tidal facies
such as tidal flats, bars, or tidally-influenced fluvial deposits
(Dalrymple and Choi, 2007).

OUTCROP GEOMETRIES AND STACKING
PATTERNS OF ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS
The three barrier island architectural elements are summarized in
Figure 9. Outcrop examples of the Straight Cliffs Formation from
Alvey Wash and Buck Hollow show the lateral and vertical
variability within barrier island strata (Figures 10–12)
deposited during a relatively short (∼4 my) time period (C-F
intervals of John Henry Member; Figure 2C), and within a small
region (∼20 km2, Escalante area combined; Figure 2). The
variability of these barrier island facies highlights the range of
ways these deposits can be preserved and creates an initial

FIGURE 11 | (A) Outcrop panel from Alvey Wash oriented oblique to depositional strike showing the lateral extent of a shoreface-dominated inlet fill (SDIF; red).
Barrier island shoreface deposits (BISF; blue), channel-dominated inlet fill (CDIF), backbarrier fill (BB), deltaic shoreface (DSF; green), and offshore (OS; black) deposits
are also marked. Note scale bar changes with perspective as the photos were taken obliquely. The entire exposure is roughly 1.8 km long. The vertical relief in the
foreground is 190 m the vertical relief of the far left (north) side is 250 m. (B) Dip oriented outcrop panel from Alvey Wash showing a shoreface-dominated inlet fill
(SDIF; red) with sharp upper and lower contacts. A barrier island shoreface (BISF; blue) pinches out in the middle of the outcrop. Towards the top there is a laterally
continuous barrier island shoreface (BISF; blue) overlain by another shoreface-dominated inlet fill (SDIF; red). Backbarriers (BB) and with outcropping tidal channels are
also marked. The exposure shown has ∼200 m elevation change and is 0.6 km across.
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foundation for the description and interpretation of barrier
islands.

Lateral Facies Patterns
The three barrier island architectural elements can occur in a
variety of lateral (along-strike; Figures 10, 11A, 12) and shore-
perpendicular (dip-direction; Figure 11B) arrangements. Barrier
island shoreface elements grade laterally into correlative channel-
dominated inlet fill elements in Alvey Wash (Figure 10), similar
relationships have been recognized in other examples (Davies and
Ethridge, 1971; Davies, 1978; Flores, 1978; Self et al., 1986). The
preservation of channel-dominated inlet fill, rather than laterally
migrating shoreface-dominated facies, suggests that the inlet was
either stationary or relatively short-lived and could be filled
efficiently. Green et al. (2019) provide modern analogues for
the generation and sealing of stationary and ephemeral inlets and
show how these may fill in a matter of days due to overwash.

Shoreface-dominated inlet fill deposits are consistent and
horizontally continuous along strike in Alvey Wash (>4 km;
Figure 11A), extending the length of the outcrop exposure
(>1.82 km). This suggests the migration of a barrier island
through lateral infilling and across the length of the Alvey
Wash field area (∼5 km by ∼1 km). In Buck Hollow, barrier
island shoreface deposits are laterally continuous along strike to
the south (>5 km; Figure 12) but grade into shoreface-dominated
inlet fill deposits along strike to the north (∼1 km north of
Figure 12 location). This lateral facies change is similar to
subsurface examples which also show lateral transition
between shoreface and inlet fill deposits (Galloway, 1986;
Hubbard et al., 2002). As these deposits form continuous cliff
bands we suggest they are indicative of inlet migration over long
timescales; the gradation indicating the closing of a tidal inlet
through lateral migration and infilling. This geometry is not
surprising as the shoreface extends across the tidal inlet
opening in the modern, outward channel and lobes of the
ebb-tidal delta (Figure 1).

Shoreface-dominated inlet fill deposits also show distinct
shore-perpendicular continuity (>1 km; Figure 11B) which

could result from compound barrier island motion, as shore-
perpendicular and lateral motion occur simultaneously (Heron
et al., 1984). During oblique motion, sediment temporarily
located within the inlet as bars and flood- and ebb-tidal deltas
is eroded and sequestered into a combination of shoreface-
dominated inlet fill and barrier island shoreface deposits.
Barrier island shoreface examples are laterally continuous in
the dip direction across the outcrop exposure (Figure 11B),
indicating shore-perpendicular progradation of the island
system. Other barrier island shoreface deposits are seen
pinching out in the updip-direction (Figure 11B) where they
interfinger with backbarrier fill facies, suggesting preservation of
the proximal part of the island, perhaps withstanding erosion due
to cohesive mud interbeds.

Vertical Stacking Patterns
Barrier island deposits also show a variety of vertical stacking
patterns. The outcrops at Buck Hollow preserve barrier islands
during the transgressive portion of two regressive-transgressive
cycles, which are likely are relatively short about ∼1 my each
(based on four main regressive-transgressive cycles over ∼ 4 my
deposition), and dominated by backbarrier fill deposition
(Figure 12; Mulhern and Johnson, 2016). Barrier island
shoreface deposits probably record relatively rapid deposition
at the end of periods of backbarrier infilling. Both examples of
barrier island shorefaces in Buck Hollow are sharp-based cliffs
directly overlying backbarrier deposits (Figure 12). Regionally
significant flooding surfaces truncate the upper portion of the
barrier islands shorefaces, separating them from overlying
offshore marine facies. These Buck Hollow barrier island
shoreface deposits formed during regional transgression and
correlate to an incised valley fill succession ∼15 km up-dip
(Chentnik et al., 2015).

The John Henry Member at Alvey Wash provides a more
complicated stacking pattern. Here, some barrier island
shoreface deposits are overlain by carbonaceous backbarrier
fill followed by a shoreface-dominated inlet fill succession
(Figure 10). Other barrier island shorefaces are stacked

FIGURE 12 | Interpreted aerial photograph of an exposure parallel to depositional strike from Buck Hollow showing the relationship of barrier island shoreface
deposits relative to other paralic environments. Barrier islands cap the D and F transgressive intervals. Outcrop panel is roughly 1.5 km wide in the strike direction (south
to north), has 0.7 km of depth perspective from the foreground to the peak of themountain (east to west direction), and shows ∼400m of elevation change. Letters on the
side (A–G) refer to the different intervals of the John Henry Member.
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vertically, separated by backbarrier fill (Figure 11B). Higher in
the section, a barrier island shoreface is capped with shoreface-
dominated inlet fill deposits (Figure 11B). Literature examples
also show other barrier island stacking patterns such as barrier
island shoreface deposits directly overlying a deltaic sequence
(McCubbin, 1982) and strandplain shoreface deposits overlain
by shoreface-dominated inlet fill deposits (Cheel and Leckie,
1990). Thus, we consider the John Henry Member at Alvey
Wash to preserve a relatively stationary, aggradationally
stacked, barrier island and backbarrier system deposited
during roughly the same time period as at Buck Hollow. This
portion of the basin underwent smaller scale shifts in the relative
position of the shoreline, resulting in a long-standing
backbarrier system with more complex and variable stacking
patterns (Figures 10, 11). Combined, these examples show that
the three barrier island architectural elements defined here can
be found in a variety of lateral and vertical patterns,
underscoring the dynamic nature of barrier island systems as
seen in modern examples (McBride et al., 2013; Moore and
Murray, 2018).

DISCUSSION

Summary of Barrier Island Recognition
Criteria
The barrier island facies, architectural elements, and deposits
documented here can be distinguished from shorefaces of other
coastal setting and paralic systems, as well as other transgressive
sub-environments. We base this on three main criteria: 1)
proximity to backbarrier deposits, 2) internal facies and
outcrop geometry, and 3) stratigraphic position. These criteria
are focused on observations that can be made in outcrop, and
expand the sequences proposed for early interpretations to a
more comprehensive three-dimensional model (Berg and Davies,
1968; Berg, 1970). These criteria allow barrier islands to be
identified in the rock record despite key departures from the
examples of modern islands upon which previous models were
based, including true island morphology (Schatzinger et al., 1989;
Reinson, 1992).

Proximity to Backbarrier Deposits
The barrier island deposits of the Straight Cliffs Formation are
found overlying or between backbarrier intervals, within broadly
transgressive successions (Figure 12). Although backbarrier
deposits are not actually part of the barrier island itself, they
are included in the descriptions herein because they generally
occur in strong association with barrier islands and thus help
recognize and differentiate barrier island deposits from other
preserved depositional environments, especially the shoreface. In
modern systems, barrier islands are sand bodies that bound
lagoons and/or estuaries. In some high accommodation
settings, like Alvey Wash, these sub-environments are
preserved as shoreface, either directly overlying or time-
correlative to, backbarrier deposits. However, this criterion
needs to be interpreted in conjunction with other indicators to
rule out other possible options. While the examples from Alvey

Wash and Buck Hollow directly overlie back barrier deposits
(Figures 7, 8), barrier islands can also be time-correlative with
backbarrier facies (Boyd and Dyer, 1964; Bibler and Schmitt,
1986; Davies et al., 2006). Similar facies associations develop in
systems where there is high littoral sediment supply (e.g.,
mainland-attached baymouth bar and spit systems), or where
large transgressive barrier dunes front coastal plains backed by
coastal waterbodies. In many instances, these facies associations
evolve from barrier islands either through spit growth and
eventual closure of embayments, or they amalgamate to form
a contiguous mainland attached sand body (e.g., the coastal
waterbodies of SE Africa; Wright et al., 2000; Benallack et al.,
2016; Dladla et al., 2019). In contrast, strandplains lack
backbarriers (Galloway, 1986), and instead, fluvial and coastal
plain facies are the correlative proximal time-equivalent facies to
strandplain shoreface deposits (Clifton, 2006). Similarly, deltas
are associated with delta plains, coastal plain, and fluvial systems,
rather than backbarriers (Cotter, 1975; Bhattacharya and Giosan,
2003; Hampson and Howell, 2005).

Backbarrier deposits can be difficult to interpret from outcrop,
and with only cursory investigation, can be confused with both
offshore or shelfal marine mudstone deposits and coastal plain
deposits. Backbarrier facies can be distinguished from coaly coastal
plain deposits by the presence of shell fragments (Figure 3C),
particularly oyster shells (Figure 3E), and by marine trace fossils,
such as Thalassinoides (Figures 3D,G), which can burrow into the
upper layer of backbarrier fill following a marine incursion
(Donselaar and Nio, 1982; Savrda, 1991; Carvalho et al., 2007).
Overwash, or encapsulation of flood-tidal deltaic sand bodies is
expected (Reinson, 1992). Backbarrier deposits can show
gradationally increasing carbonaceous material vertically
(Figure 3J), and are capped with coals (Figure 3D), suggesting
wetting-upward cycles (Wadsworth, 2010). In contrast, coastal
plain coal cycles are linked to floodplain dynamics such as
avulsion and channel abandonment, and more likely to preserve
root traces (McCabe, 1987; Kieft et al., 2011). Offshore and shelfal
marine mudstones tend to be gray to black, clay rich, mm-scale
planar to wavy laminated mudstones (Macquaker et al., 2007)
which can contain marine shell fragments such as Inoceramids,
depending on depositional age. They typically lack abundant
carbonaceous or terrigenous material, coals, and oyster shells.
Biostratigraphy (e.g., pollen, spores, nannofossils, dinoflagellates,
and foraminifera) can be used to identify open-marine, brackish,
and fresh water conditions based on the type and abundance of
fossils preserved (Leckie, 1987; Eaton, 1991; Tibert and Leckie,
2004).

Geometry and Internal Facies
Barrier islands have more variable internal facies and outcrop
geometries than shorefaces preserved from other examples
because of their multi-dimensional motion through time. The
barrier island deposits described here have sharper bases than
classic wave-dominated shorefaces (Boyd, 2010; Plint, 2010),
missing the offshore and distal lower shoreface components.
They also have the added complexity of evidence for lateral
motion evidenced by shore-parallel paleocurrent indicators
and significant tide and wave reworking. Similar to normal
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shorefaces, barrier island shoreface deposits also have storm
indicators (hummocky and swaley cross-stratification; Dumas
and Arnott, 2006) as well as evidence of rapid deposition
(homogenous beds, alternating bioturbated and laminated
beds). Deltaic and strandplain shorefaces typically preserve
offshore and distal lower shoreface deposits (Reading and
Collinson, 1996). Our data indicate that these facies may not
be preserved in barrier island settings (Figure 7) and this
relationship may be used as an indicator. At the outcrop scale,
barrier island shoreface deposits can be less laterally continuous
and more stratigraphically heterolithic than strandplain
shorefaces (Wilkinson et al., 1975; Heward, 1981; Reading and
Collinson, 1996). Along-strike, the different barrier island
architectural elements (shoreface, shoreface-dominated inlet
fill, channel-dominated inlet fill) can grade into one another
(Figures 9, 10). The degree of reworking and variability is
probably a function of the available accommodation, rate of
relative sea-level change, and the local hydrodynamic regime
(wave, tidal, storm, and current energy). The variability possible
in the outcrops also makes it difficult to correlate and identify
genetically related and time contemporaneous deposits from one
location to the next.

A sharp-based shoreface geometry is indicative of, but not
exclusive to, barrier islands: it also occurs in deltaic deposits as a
result of high sediment supply and rapid progradation (Pattison,

1995; Willis and Gabel, 2001; Bhattacharya and Giosan, 2003).
Delta-influenced shorefaces show clear upward coarsening, may
show a greater amount of terrigenous material, and may also be
associated with episodic waning flow events (e.g., hyperpycnites
and Bouma sequences) and clinoform geometries (Bhattacharya,
2010; Olariu et al., 2010; Feldman et al., 2014). Forced regression
also can place sharp-based shoreface successions directly over
more distal marine facies (Posamentier et al., 1992; Plint, 2010).
As a result, sharp-based barrier island deposits should be
considered in the context of other recognition criteria and
indicators.

High-energy, proximal upper shoreface deposits (FA3) at the
top of barrier island shoreface successions (Figure 7A) may
resemble tidal bars or tidal channels, which can erode into
shoreface deposits via tidal ravinement (Figure 13). Proximal
upper shoreface deposits associated with barrier islands are
vertically continuous, grading upward from the underlying
shoreface (Figure 13A). These beds are part of the blocky
sandstone outcrop expression and are laterally continuous.
They contain high-energy bedforms including distinct, high-
angle accretion sets, and small scale, high-angle trough cross-
stratification (0.05 m tall). In contrast, tidal channels and tidal
bars tend to have erosive bases, cutting down into underlying
deposits and creating a tidal ravinement surface, which forms a
distinct break in the outcrop (Figure 13B). These deposits can be

FIGURE 13 | Comparison of (A) proximal upper shoreface interpreted as part of a barrier island and (B) backbarrier tidal channels truncating an upper shoreface
separated by a tidal-ravinement surface showing the difference in facies and outcrop character.
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part of the same cliff band as the shoreface below, but more often
they are recessed back, creating a discontinuous layer. Internally,
tidal channels and bars contain stacked accretion sets with bi-
directional paleocurrent indicators, in addition to
multidirectional trough cross-stratification (Chentnik et al.,
2015; Mulhern and Johnson, 2016). Proximal upper shoreface
deposits show a gradational increase in signals of tidal energy in
the upper portion of the shoreface (Dashtgard et al., 2010), but
lack evidence of basal tidal ravinement (Figure 7).

By considering the barrier island system holistically, the
architectural elements described and elaborated on in the
previous section imply that deposition that occurred in the
tidal inlet (e.g., flood- or ebb-tidal deltas or an aggrading inlet
throat) becomes part of the barrier island deposit as either
channel-dominated inlet fill or shoreface-dominated inlet fill.
This is partly why ancient barrier island outcrops do not
necessarily have an isolated, or island morphology (Figure 11).

In modern systems, the tidal inlet is the channel, or void, filled
with water, separating two barrier islands or spits (Figure 1).
Tidal inlets can be sediment conduits, sources, or sinks,
depending on the dynamics of the individual barrier island
system and the inherent tidal prisms (Oertel, 1988; Mallinson
et al., 2018). Modern tidal inlets are filled laterally with littoral
sands welded onto the island during down-drift migration,
closing and opening as islands shift, particularly during storms
(Hoyt and Henry, 1965; Susman and Heron, 1979; Hayes and
FitzGerald, 2013; Seminack and Buynevich, 2013). Inlet closure is
especially sensitive to changes in the back-barrier basin as
reductions in water volume exchange can result in inlet
aggradation, and closure. The opposite is an increase in tidal
prism, causing multiple inlet openings and barrier island
segmentation (Mallinson et al., 2018). Inlet filling and
migration are mostly preserved as laterally building and
vertically aggrading deposits, which are interpreted as
shoreface-dominated inlet fill and channel-dominated inlet fill
successions in the rock record. Through geologic time, these inlet
infilling deposits can connect or juxtapose adjacent barrier islands
(Moslow and Tye, 1985; Tye and Moslow, 1993; Seminack and
Buynevich, 2013) and therefore we argue that sandstones
deposited within the tidal inlet are part of the preserved
barrier island complex, rather than as independent geobodies.

Sequence-Stratigraphic Position
Barrier islands are relatively thick (>5m in the Straight Cliffs
Formation) sandstone deposits within regional transgressive
successions, and therefore can be identified by their sequence
stratigraphic relationships. Barrier islands are associated with
preserved lagoon and estuary facies, and therefore can be
identified by their position within transgressive cycles, often close
to the transgressive–regressive turn around. For example, the barrier
island shoreface deposits of Buck Hollow are within transgressive
intervals, above regressive-transgressive turn-arounds, and below
major wave-ravinement surfaces and/ormaximum flooding surfaces
(Figure 12; Mulhern and Johnson, 2016).

By definition, modern barrier islands are separated from the
shoreline by a backbarrier lagoon or estuary (Oertel, 1985).
When extrapolated to the ancient, barrier islands are within

“transgressive” packages, in the geologic sense, because
lagoons and estuaries are inherently transgressive features
(Davies, 1978; Kraft et al., 1987). Lagoons form by flooding
of coastal plain or strandplain environments during relative
sea-level rise (Barnes, 1980; Martin and Dominguez, 1994). As
lagoons are infilled, coals and backbarrier deposits can record
the regressive turn around (Sixsmith et al., 2008; Allen and
Johnson, 2011). Similarly, estuaries are flooded river valleys
(Dalrymple et al., 1992; Dalrymple et al., 2012). Once an
estuary is a net-exporter of sediment to the coastline, it
infills and records the regressive turn around, becoming a
delta (Dalrymple, 2006). Combined, the preservation of lagoon
and estuary deposits and bounding surfaces can be used
identify barrier island successions and place them in a
regional sequence stratigraphic context.

Barrier Island Motion and Preservation
Barrier islandmotion is highly complex inmodern environments,
and when extrapolated to geologic timescales, the resultant time-
transgressive outcrops have highly complex and variable
geometries. Current understanding of barrier island motion
and preservation comes mainly from modern studies and
observations, of particular importance is the distinction
between barrier island motion and preservation, and how
these concepts differ from modern to ancient time scales. Over
short time scales (generally <10,000 years) modern barrier islands
can move in all directions, prograding (Bernard et al., 1962; Oost,
1995; Oost et al., 2012) and aggrading (Simms et al., 2006)
through processes similar to regular shoreface development
(Clifton, 2006). Contrasting models exist for modern barrier
island retrogradation: rollover and back-stepping (Figure 14;
Curray, 1964). Rollover occurs via overwash and storm
reworking during continuous transgression (Figure 14A),
leaving behind only a transgressive lag of winnowed material
(Swift, 1968; Dillon, 1970; Belknap and Kraft, 1981; Swift et al.,
1991; Timmons et al., 2010). The alternative model suggests that
barrier islands move through back-stepping, or in-place
drowning, in which the island is rapidly drowned and later
relocates in a landward position as sea-level stabilizes and
equilibrium is met between sediment supply and energy
regime (Figure 14B; Swift, 1975; Rampino and Sanders, 1980;
Boyd and Penland, 1984; De Falco et al., 2015). A third option,
discontinuous, or sporadic rollover can also occur, where smaller
remnants of the barrier are left behind as partially overstepped
features, with a net landward shoreline trajectory. This can be the
result of punctuated rises in sea-level (Pretorius et al., 2016), or to
autogenic feedback between shoreface dynamics and overwash
(Ciarletta et al., 2019).

Attempts have been made to extrapolate these models to
explain ancient barrier island preservation (Devine, 1991),
however the time duration and magnitude of motion
described in an aggradation, progradation, or retrogradation
used in literature to describe outcrops are orders of magnitude
different from the <10,000 years modern timescales. In a
sequence stratigraphic sense, barrier islands tend to develop
during periods of regional relative sea-level rise, placing them
within transgressive successions. Because of this tendency, the
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conceptual models for modern barrier island retrogradational
motion (Figure 14; rollover and back-stepping) have been posed
as conflicting models to explain barrier island preservation
(Devine, 1991). Current research on recent barrier islands and
drowned remnants thereof recognizes the interplay and validity
of these processes (Mellett et al., 2012; Green et al., 2014, Green
et al., 2018; Cooper et al., 2018). Building on this notion, we argue
that, over long timescales (0.1–1 my or greater) and with base-
level changes significantly broader than those glacio-eustatic
fluctuations of the Pleistocene, the continuum between
rollover and back-stepping blurs; these motions merge
together and become irresolvable at longer time scales,
explaining barrier island preservation and the stacking of
multiple individual barrier island deposits.

Periodic geologic scale overstepping and landward
reestablishment of barrier islands explains the preservation of
thick, stacked, barrier islands which show local, internal
progradational or aggradational facies patterns (Figure 14B;
Sabins, 1963; Land, 1972; Bridges, 1976; Roehler, 1988; Roy
et al., 1994; Sixsmith et al., 2008). Rollover explains the
preservation of thin deposits with evidence of washover
(Hobday and Orme, 1974; Hobday and Jackson, 1979; Willis
andMoslow, 1994b). Yet, when considered at geologic time scales,
the two models merge together because they are both dependent
on the rate, duration, and magnitude of relative sea-level rise,
regardless of the short-term motion of the island system. Rapid
transgression limits overwash (Swift, 1968), preventing
ravinement (Davis and Clifton, 1987; Pretorius et al., 2016),

and ultimately leading to in-place drowning, or partial back-
stepping. Consequently, when longer timescales are considered,
rollover and overstepping blend together and all three modern
island types (aggradational, progradational, retrogradational) can
be preserved with sufficient accommodation. Barrier islands can
locally move landward through rollover but are preserved through
rapid transgression and overstepping. While the disconnect
between relative sea-level change and barrier island motions
has been recognized and modeled (Storms et al., 2002), this
study is the first time they are incorporated into geologic-scale
barrier island preservation models.

The preservation of prograding barrier islands through back-
stepping implies that barrier island motion can be independent
from the relative shoreline motion. Islands can build basinward
while the shoreline steps landward, as occurs in both modern and
ancient systems. For example, Galveston Island is prograding
(Bernard et al., 1962; Morton, 1994) while the Gulf Coast is
undergoing transgression (Milliken et al., 2008). Ancient barrier
island deposits show progradation within transgressive
successions, displaying Waltherian stacking patterns
(Middleton, 1973), with more proximal facies (upper
shoreface) over more distal facies (lower shoreface). This
commonly occurs in the Straight Cliffs examples, where
barrier island shoreface examples internally prograde, with
shallowing upwards successions from lower to upper shoreface
(Figure 7A). This progradation occurs within the regionally
transgressive D and F intervals of the John Henry Member
(Figure 2B; Chentnik et al., 2015; Mulhern and Johnson,

FIGURE 14 | Schematic models for modern barrier island motion through rollover (A) as the barrier moves continuous landward and back-stepping (B) which
shows the process of a barrier island system back-stepping landward, reestablishing, and then being truncated through ravinement. Based on the outcrop
interpretations in this study we argue these modern processes merge together at geologic timescales.
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2016). This concept is not new: local progradation during
regional transgression creates retrogradational stacking
patterns in sequence stratigraphic models (Posamentier and
Allen, 1999). However, applying this concept of disconnect
between local deposition and regional stacking patterns to
barrier island environments explains the preservation of thick
shoreface deposits during transgression, and allows for more
plausible and consistent interpretations of ancient successions
to be made.

CONCLUSIONS

The barrier island deposits presented here are composed of
four facies associations (backbarrier fill, lower to upper
shoreface, proximal upper shoreface, and tidal channels),
which stack to create three barrier island architectural
elements (barrier island shorefaces, shoreface-dominated
inlet fill, and channel-dominated inlet fill). Barrier island
shorefaces preserve proximal lower shoreface and upper
shoreface strata over backbarrier fill, recording
progradational island motion. Shoreface-dominated inlet
fill is composed of high-energy, proximal upper shoreface
deposits, recording the lateral migration of a barrier island
through time. Channel-dominated inlet fill records vertical
aggradation within tidal inlets. The barrier islands described
here can be recognized through three key criteria: proximity
to backbarrier facies, internal facies patterns, and sequence
stratigraphic position.

While these examples from the Straight Cliffs Formation may
not encompass all the possible variability, excellent outcrop
exposure and preservation provides a new foundation for
understanding the most commonly preserved types in barrier
island deposits. High accommodation and long-lived paralic
environments of the Straight Cliffs Formation created optimal
preservation conditions for barrier islands, allowing for facies
models to be updated, developed, and described. Barrier islands in
other localities may vary in thickness, lateral extent, or the way
the architectural elements combine, nevertheless the internal
facies and recognition criteria presented here provide a basis
for distinguishing barrier islands from other depositional
environments. The extension of these identification criteria
need to now be tested in other settings where the
underpinning variables for preservation may be different. We
expect some divergence at the largest scales between other
settings, but consider that the smaller scale observations here
(e.g., facies associations, architecture) should hold true.

Barrier islands are time-contemporaneous to and associated
with backbarriers (lagoons or wave-dominated estuaries) and
therefore are inherently preserved within transgressive

successions, distinguishing them from regressive strandplain or
deltaic shorefaces. The successions documented here depart from
existing models by incorporating multidirectional island motion,
ravinement, erosion, and reworking and by incorporating
deposition within the tidal inlet as part of the barrier island
itself, resulting in deposits with variable, non-island like
morphologies. The outcrops described here also imply that
barrier island motion can be independent of the regional
shoreline motion. Pervasive reworking makes outcrop
geometries complex and barrier island deposits can record local
progradation within transgressive intervals. This study shows that
barrier island preservation time-averages the three types of barrier
island motion described in the modern (back-stepping, roll over,
and sporadic rollover). Barrier island preservation, stacking, and
outcrop geometry are dependent on accommodation, sediment
supply and geologic time-scale changes in relative sea-level.
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